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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 2Q10 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

IN'l'H01>llC1DD I~'EBHUAHY 5, 197:~ 

B~· Rrnators TL\ TTDM AN, LA~ZARA, GIULIANO and DEl{.OSE 

HefNrt>fl to Committee on .Judiciary 

A CoNcmwEN't' RT<JKOL\TTWN pmposing an amendment to .\.rticle 

I, paragraph 9 of the Constitution of the State of .New .Jersey. 

1 BE IT HEsoLvEn by the Senate of thP 8tatP of New .Tet·sey (the 

2 General Assembly conrurring): 

1 1. The following proposed amendment to the Oonstitutiou of the 

2 State of New .Jersey is hereby agreed to: 

3 Amend Article I, paragraph 9 to read as follows: 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

4 9. The right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate; but the 

3 Leg·islature may authorize the trial of civil causes by a jury of 

6 six persons [when the matter in dispute does not exceed $50.00]. · 

7 The Legislature may provide that in any civil cause a verdict may 

8 be renderefl by not less than five-sixths of the jury. The Legisla-

9 ture may authorize the trial of the issue of mental incompetency 

10 without a jury. 

1 2. When this proposed amendment to the Constitution is finally 

2 agreed to, pursuant to Article IX, paragraph 1 of the Constitution, 

3 it shall be submitted to the people at the next general election oc-

4 curring more than 3 months after such final agreement and shall 

5 be published at least once in at least one newspaper of each county 

6 designated by the PreRident of the Senate and the Speaker of the 

7 General Assembly and the Secretary of State, not less than 3 

8 months prior to said general election. 

1 3. This proposed amendment to the Constitution shall be sub-

2 mitted to the people at said election in the following manner and 

3 form: 

4 There shall be printed on each official ballot to be used at such 

5 general election, the following: 

EXPLANATION-Matter enclosed in bold-faced brackets [thus] in the above bill 
is not enacted and is intended to be omitted in the law. 
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li n. In~'' "r.' llllllli<"ipality in wl!i(•l! \·otillg IIIH<'hin~:>s are not used, 

1 a IPg"L'tHl wiii<·ll :-d1<tll inlmPdiatPiy preePdP tl1<• qu<•stion, as follows: 

...; If .nHl f:l\ or 111<· propo;.;itioll printc·cl lwlow mah· a <·ross (X), 

! l I' In;.; ) or elii'el\ ( \ ) in 111<• ;.;qu:trl' oppositP 1hP word "Yes.'' 

10 11· ;·o11 an· oppo~<·d 1l~<·rP1o nmlw a nos;.; ( ) , pin-; ( +) or cheek 

11 ( \ ) in !liP ;.;qnan• oppo;.;i1<· 1l1<• word "~o." 

1:2 h. ln ewr:· 1llll!licipali1.'· tilt> following question: 

-~---~~--- ----~ 

.JuRY TRIALS 
Yes. 

Do you approve of the amendment to 
the Constitution of the State of New 
.Jersey, agreed to by the Legislature, 
providing that the Legislature may au-

N"o. thorize the trial of civil causes by a jury 
of not less than six persons. 

STATEMENT 

'l'he pre~:ent X L~W .J er;.;c~· Constitution (Article J, paragraph 9) 

specifies the numb<·r of jurors to be impaneled m civil cases as 

six when the matter in dispute does not exceed $50.00. This bill 

merely deletes the monetary limitation of $50.00. 

It has been shown that, in practice, the difference m civl cases 

between the tweh·e-mcmber and the six-member jury in terms of 

the cross section of the community requested is negligible. .\1so, 

neither currently a,·ailable eYidence nor theory suggests the twelve

member jury is neces::-;arily more advantageous to the defendant 

than a jury composed of fewer members. The allowance of ~ix

man juries wonlcl :->peed trials and help to lessen the ever-increasing

burdeus ou tlw State eourh-; while maintaining- hig-h standards of 

justice. 
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SENATOR RAYMOND H~ BATEMAN (Acting Chairman): 

This is a public hearing on Senate Concurrent Resolution 

number 2010, which was introduced on February 5th by 

Senators Bateman, Lazzara, Giuliano and DeRose. 

The public hearing is being held by the Senate 

Judiciary Committee. My name is Raymond Bateman. I am 

a member of the Committee. The hearing is being held 

pursuant to the Constitutional requirement for public 

hearings on potential amendments to the New Jersey 

Constitution. 

The first person to testify on Senate Concurrent 

Resolution number 2010 is Caroline Simon of 500 5th 

Avenue, New York City, a retired judge of the New York 

State Court of Claims. 

It is nice to have you here, Judge. 

C A R 0 L I N E KQ S I M 0 N: Thank you, Senator 

Bateman. It is rather ironic that the court of which 

I was a member of the bench, is a court where you sit 

as trier of the law,in fact,without a jury. Nevertheless, 

I do have a long interest in the use of juries in our 

courts and many years ago the New York Times published 

an article that I wrote on the jury system at a time 

when the Appellate Division was considering the abolish

ment of civil juries. 

Since that time I have been serving,for the 

last year: as Chairman of a committee on the jury. It 

is a subcommittee of a committee of the Appellate Division, 

first and second department,in our ~tate,and I have 

been working with the Pareto Fund which is a non-profit 

organization fund set up for public purposes and which 

has had a great interest in the whole problem of the use 

of juries in our courts. 

The fund financed, largely, a study made of 

the New Jersey system. The results of that study were 

published in a book by the Institute of Judicial 

Administration,. entitled 11 A Comparison of Six and 

Twelve-Member Civi 1 Juries in New Jersey's Superior 
1 
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and County Courts." I am certain that your Committee 

has received copies of that report. 

SENATOR BATEMAN: Yes we have had copies. 

We have read it. As a motter of fact, we used it in 

the drafting of Senate Concurrent Resolution 2010. 

JUDGE SIMON: It is very heartening to know 

that. I was present with Mr Phillip Allen, the 

preside~t of the Pareto Fund.and David Morse of our 

law office when we first talked to Chief Justice Joseph 

Weintraub of the New Jersey Supreme Court about the 

possibility of making such a study and J am glad to say 

we had great cooperation from the New Jersey courts 

and the administrative system of the courts in making 

the study. 

The study warrants some of the statements that 

I am going to make as it warranted the article which 

appeared in the New Jersey Law Journal on March 22. 1973 

by Mr. Allen. That article was entitled "Financial 

Savings Realizable from New Jersey's Adoption of a 

Mandatory Six Member Civil Jury." I talked with Mr. 

Allen this morning. Only the fact that he is under 

treatment for a heart ailment prevents his being here 

himself today to present argument before this honorable 

group. 

He told me that every statement made in this 

article is ~omethii:1g that is supported by figures in 

our office and that any questions pertinent to the 

article are questions we would be glad to answer. either 

in writing or orally. We feel convinced that the 

statements made there are warranted by the information 

we possess. 

I have carefully read the Senate Concurrent 

Resolution number 2010 to which you, sir, made reference, 

and I note in it that you say the right of trial by 

jury shall remain inviolate, which I think is a very 

important statement. But you go on to say that the 
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Legislature may authorize the trial of civil causes 

by a jury of six persons and you delete what heretofore 

was in the statute, "when t he matter in dispute 

does not exceed $50. 11 So that the right for trial by 

jury in civil cases would then be to have a jury of 

six persons, whateve:r the amount involved. 

For a long period, as you know, we thought 

of a jury as requiring twelve people, until the United 

States Supreme Court ruled that that concept is not 

necessarily the binding one. Since that action by the 

Un.i t,ed States Supreme Court, as you know, the Federal 

Courts have moved toward six-man juries and in New York 

State, if I may be permitted to mention another State 

before you, we already now have civil juries numbering 

just, six. 

It is our belief,and we think that our studies 

justify this belief, that a jury of six gives justice -

and of course that is what we are seeking- just as well 

as a jury of twelve. We believe that it is just as fair 

to the defendant and to the plaintiff as a jury of 

twelve" So the first question, "does a jury of six 

maint~ain high standards of justice", is one that we feel 

we could answer affirmatively. It does. We believe 

it gives justice to both the plaint,iff and defendant 

in the same way as a jury of twe.lve and that it does 

give proper cross section representation to a jury, just 

as a jury of t.wel ve does. 

The second question we would pose is, "does 

it speed trials with the log-jam in the courts?" That 

is a very pertinent. question. We think we can prove 

that it does speed trials, that a jury of six takes 

less time in its deliberations, requires less time for 

the voir dire and therefore trials would be speeded. 

Third, "does it lessen costs?" Since there 

are savings in time in bot.h t~he voir dire and in the 

deliberations when there is a six-man jury as compared 

3 



to a twelve-man jury, the judge's time is saved, the 

court officer's time is saved. there is less need to 

use buildiLgs and therefore more trials can be held 

in fewer buildings and the jury commissioner's time 

is saved. So it does answer affirmatively that third 

question; it lessens costs. 

The fourth question is a very pertinent one 

11 does it make more efficient use of jurors and thus 

bolster juror morale? 11 - because it is tremendously 

important, as all of us concerned with efficient use 

of jurors and good court administration.know. to have the 

jurors feel that their time is not being wasted. That 

time, even though a jury fee is paid, is never .. by 

the juror, felt to be properly compensated in anything 

except his sense of doing a civic responsibility. If 

he feels that instead of using his time well we have 

wasted it, he becomes very annoyed about this misuse 

of his time, understandably. And since we feel that a 

six-man jury uses his time better requires less wait-

ing around time for him, requires smaller panels and 

obviously shows him that we have a concern about us:i,ng 

his time well, we believe that the fourth question, 
11 does it make more efficient use of jurors and bolster 

juror morale 11 is a very important one, and that we can 

answer that question yes. 

For all of these reasons we believe that the 

Senate Concurrent Resolution lowering the requirement 

from twelve to six,in matters over $50, is basically 

important to the improvement of the administration of 

justice in the State and we urge it be adopted. 

SENATOR BATEMEN: Thank you, Judge. You have 

r,k"'..rshalled your arguments well. Can I ask you your 

thOl.<ghts - although this Resolution doesn't embody 

c cir:,inal matters - on six-man juries in criminal cases? 

JUDGE SIMON: Individually/ I believe that 

six-man juries should come in criminal cases as well. 
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It is my belief that when we have proven that they worked 

fairly and in the interest of just.ice in civil cases, we-. 

will then :h8 more easily able to have them acceptable 

in criminal cases. I t.hink this is a first step toward 

that proof • 

SENATOR BATEMAN: Thank you very much. 

Foi· the record I am going to keep this hear

ing open for a few more minutes. A number of judges 

from the New Jersey Bench have expressed their interest 

in, and approval of, this proposal to me, individually, 

and to other members of the _S~nate Judiciary Committee. 

Friday aft.ernoon is not a particularly impressive time 

for our judges to come and testify but we have had a 

great deal of response from people who are working on 

t.he bench in New Jersey. 

In addition, the Senate Judiciary Committee, 

in interviewing prospective judges in these past few 

weeks - we have had a large number of new judicial 

appoint.ments just going through - has asked each one 

the question as to their thoughts on six-man juries 

and we have had unanimous opinion in, I 1 d say, between 

t.wenty and twenty-five judicial interviews - prospective 

judicial interviews - that six-man civil juries, which 

are. being txied now in New Jersey in a number of counties, 

is a change for the good in New Jersey's judicial 

system. 

JUDGE SIMON: I am certain that thoughtful 

people who have done any analysis of the use of six-man 

juries, as it has already been possible to do because 

there have b~en so many such trials, will be convinced 

t.hat .it is in the interest of justice, in the interest 

of money-saving and in the .interest of improved juror 

morale, all of which are basically important. 

SENATOR BATEMAN: Is t.here anybody else who 

wishes to testify? 

Judge Simon, I appreciate your coming. You have 

5 



made the hearing because you are not only the only one 

that testified but you were very effective in your 

testimony. Thank you for corning. 

JUDGE SIMON: Thank you very much, Senator. 

SENATOR BATEMAN: If there is no one else 

who wants to testify, I declare the hearing on Senate 

Concurrent Resolution number 2010, which proposes that 

New Jersey have, through an amendment to the Constitution, 

six-member juries in all civil cases, be closed. 

(Hearing Concluded) 
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Prepared Statement en Study: 

"A. Cor:Jporison of Six and Twelve-Hembcr Civil Juries 

In New Jersey Superior ar:d County Courts'' 

by William A.. Stoever 

Study Director 

The study comparing six and twelve-member civil juries in New 

Jersey Superior and County courts '\-TnS initiated for the purpose of 

gathering relinblc statistical data and a broad sampli!1g of opinion 

in order to compnre the conduct, timing and outcomes of trials before 

six and t'.:elve-member civil juries. Those of us carrying out the 

study monitored trials and interviewed judges, lawyers, and court 

clerks. We aJso collected data by questionnaires: we tried to get a 

qucstionn~ire from the judge, all lawyers, and the court clerk on 

every civil trial during r!arch and April 1972. (i1e selected 11 

counties for th:i.s purpose.) We collected more than 600 questionna:i.res 

from the judges, 6oo from the court clerks, and over 11:00 from the 

lawyers. ~~~any of the questionnaires had extensive comments on them. 

Summary of Findings 

As a result of the study, I believe that use of six member juries 

in civil cases can achieve substantial savings in trial time and juror 

manpovrer without affecting the conduct or outcome of trials. Six-man 

juries are not the final l-Tord in expediting trials and eliminating 

unneccssury >mstaee of jurors' time and fees, but they are a worthwhile 

7 
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beginn:in;~. 

'I'ht-~ ; )C.:t ir~porLnr.t question with regard to six-mnn juries j s 

whether they r,re as capable of deliberation as twelve--whether thej.r 

verdictf r;~e tl.':' ~<:!~;'.:! "quality" ns those by t"l-le1ve. Virtually every-

body we t&l;~o:.:d c;c, f'clt that there was no difference. Tlie quest5cnr.ui·ct:~ 

asked th•: juJc,c presiding at each civil trial 't.'hi ch size of jury l:c 

agreed witL th·:: vcrdi.cts or. lbbility by six-c:er.::·ber juries 80% of tl;c 

time, and they r.grecd with those by twelve 80~ of the time. In the 

cases which went to a verdict, 59~ of the six-man and 57% of the twelve 

man verdicts \-Tere for plaintiffs. In 96~ of the cases judges said 
' 

.. - . 
J w·y u.1. l..U~ u l..uer t.;J.:t.e wuulu UU\'e reuuereu 1:.ne same 

verdict. l-:<my judges co::m••ented thn.t "verdicts Qrc c,;:nperD.ble" or tbnt 

"jury size docs 110t affect results." 

In in~~ervh:i-iS 6o~. of the judges stated that they favor rr.akinp, six--

member <;u:des r.:,::;ndatory for all civil cases, nnd nnol.h~r 20% f&vor 

mand2to::-y s:i.x for son:~! types of cases. If jw·ic~; arc reduced to six, 

two- thirds of u~e judges thinl~ the number of peremptory challenges 

allO"I-Ied to each side should be reduced from nix to either four or 

three. 

Less thnn 12% of th~ 1alryers ch~n~e thei~ tr1aJ tacticR ~P~~nd~n~ 

on the r.ize of the jury. ' 1~is tends to indicate that jury size is not 

an important factor in determining the conduct of a trial. In fewer 
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than 10% of the cases did lawyers think that a jury of the other size 

might have rendered a different verdict. Still, more than 70% of the 

lawyers oppose making six mandatory, even though most !'ere \,'i1ling to 

go with six in most cases. Although New Jersey law allows either 

lawyer to demand a twelve-member jury, almost three-fourths of all 

civil cases in the counties studied were in fact tried to six. If 

six ~lre r::-;.de L'"ndntor:t, t;;o. thirds of the lawyers favor rctninins six 

peremptory challenges for each side. 

As for timing data and the dollar amounts of verdicts, the study 

found significant differences between six and twelve-member juries. 

Howeve~, I believe that most of these differences are due to the types 

of cases lawyers select for trial.to each size of jury rather than to 

the fact that six or twelve people are Slttl.ng l.n ~ne Jury oox. J.n 

ir.terv:i.e;.;s bot:h judt;cs and 1Cl.;ryers said that lat.ryers ore content to go 

with six for "ordinary" cases, but they tend to demand twelve for 

"heavy11 or "serious 11 cases--those with coroplj.cated fact situations or 

where a large amount of damages is sought. These "heavy" cases tend 

to produce the larger settlements and verdicts. They also -require 

more average trial time, more time to select the jury, and more 

deliberation time. 

The following table shows average settlements and verdicts before 

C[lch s1_ze 0f ju~y. 
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avernge settlement in six-member cases: 
average settlement in twelve-member cases: 

$ 5,832.52 
15,786.2<) 

average verdict in six-member cases: 
average verdict in twelve-member cases: 

8, 621.90 
24,259-74 

The average settlement in twelve-member cases was 2.7 times the average 

settlement in six-member cases. I believe the reason for this has 

nothing to do with the size of the jury~ but is because the cases 

started before t·Helve tencl to be those with larger damage claims. 

Similarly, the average verdict in twelve-member cases was 2.8 times 

the six-member average. I think this was also due to the nature of 

the cases rather than the size of the juries. 

The same phenomenon holds true with timing data. For example, the 

data show that tvlelve-rnan cases which ·Here settled during trial took 

almost twice as much trial time as six-man cases which settled. I 

believe the reason for this is that the more complicated cases are 

started before twelve, so the lawyers have to get farther into it 

before they decide what a good settlement would be. Similarly, twelve 

member cases going to verdict took approximately twice as much trial 

time as six-member, in my opinion for the same reason. 

cases enning in settlement: 
started before six-member juries: 
started before twelve-member juries: 

cases going to verdict: 
six-member juries: 
twelve-member juries: 

10 

2.9 hours 
5.4 hours 

5.6 hours 
11.0 hours 
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The study did find some differences in voir dire times (the time 

to select the jury} and deliberation times. 

voir dire times: cases started before six: 
cases started before twelve: 

deliberation times: six-member: 
twelve- me::uber: 

25.5 minutes 
46.6 minutes 

1.2 hours 
1.8 hours 

In rcy opinion these differences may be due partly to the fact that 

cases started before twelve tend to be more complicated and have larger 

verdicts, but I think they are also partly due to the fact that it 

takes less time to select six prospective jurors than twelve and to the 

fact that six people can arrive at a consensus faster than twelve. So 

I think some time savings in voir dire times and deliberation times 

can be achieved by reducing the size of the juries. 

Our study did not find any time savings filing in and out of the 

courtroom and passing around exhibits, partly because most New Jersey 

judecs don't require the jurors to leave the courtroom every time the 

lawyers approach the bench for a sidebar conference and usually don't 

halt testimony while jurors examine exhibits. ~ut some judges we 

interviewed (end some articles I've read) did feel that six-m-:m juries 

save some time at these points. It may be that this depends on the 

way the particular court operates. 

In conclusion on our study, we found some savings of time and 

juror manpower and no decrease in the "quality" of the verdicts when 

11 
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six-member juries were used. Therefore, in ~ opinion adoption of 

six-member civil juries is a useful step toward reform. 

Footnote: Si~Mernber Juries in the Federal Courts 

Six-member civil juries are a coming thing in the federal district 

courts too. As of last December, 58 of the' 94 federal district courts 

had adopted local rules requiring or encouraging six-member juries in 

all or most civil cases. The District of New Jersey adopted such a 

rule on J.;a.y 28, 1971. Chief Judge Anthony Augelli wrote an article on 

his court's experiences with the reduced juries, which was published in 

the Seton Hall Law Review for Spring 1972. He discussed possible 

savings of trial time, particularly in the voir dire and deliberations, 

and he also estimated the possible dollar savings in jurors' fees. In 

the experience of his court, verdicts by six-member juries were not 

substantially different from those by twelve, and reduction of the jury' 

size did not have an adverse effect on verdicts. 
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Stat~ement for Amendment Hearing 

By John N. Dennis 

Committee fllembers and interested citizens: 

I am pleased to appear here today to testify 

:tn favor of this Constitutional amendment that would 

provide six-member juries in our civil cases. I think 

its passage and ratification will go a long way towards 

reliev:Lng our taxpayers of some of the expense juries 

entail, will mean less interruption in the daily lives 

of citizens subject t.o jury duty and will streamline 

the trial-by-jury process, all without violation of 

a citizen~s traditional right to his day in court 

and trial by jury. 

But I must hasten to say that as a sponsor 

of a concurrent resolution in the Assembly on the same 

subject, I do not feel this proposal goes far enough. 

My resolution calls for an amendment enabling the 

Legislat.ure to permit six-member juries in all civil 

and criminal cases, except where a life sentence or a 

death penalty is involved. 

I realize there has been opposition to reduc

ing the size of juries in criminal cases, much of it 

apparent.ly from the legal profession. I can understand 

the reluctance of those in criminal practice to experi

ment with a long-established custom from English common 

law, t.he custom of 11 twelve men good and true." Well, 

we have gotten away from the 1:lnen only 11 part and I 

trust. some day we' 11 get away from the twelve, retain

ing only the good and the true. 

So, while I still wish this amendment we 

are discussing t.oday went further than it does, I am 

willing to accept the realities of the moment. Reform 

is usually a slow process, and any step that moves us 

away from the antiquated requirement of 12 jurors can 

only be a welcome one. 
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Certainly the case for smaller juries has been 

supported by eminent opinion. A survey and questionnaire 

of New Jersey judges, lawyers and court clerks conducted 

by the Institute of Judicial Administration, Inc., 

resulted in a surrnnary by the Institute that 11 Use of 

six-member juries in civil cases can result in 

substantial savings in trial time and juror manpower 

without affecting the outcome of trials. 11 The Institute 

selected New Jersey for its inquiry because this 

state had experimentally used six-man juries in civil 

cases under a 1971 rule by the State Supreme Court. 

Mandatory six-man juries for all civil cases 

were backed by 60% of the judges interviewed in the 

study. And 97.6% of the judges resp~nding said that 

either six-member juries were more appropriate or that 

jury size made no difference. Though a majority of 

lawyers responding were opposed to mandatory six-member 

panels, most seemed to favor them in a majority of the 

cases. 

I think perhaps the key point here is that 

most of the judges felt the size of the jury had no 

bearing on the outcome of cases. We want, I think 

all of us, to speed up our judicial processes. But 

we don't, any of us, want to do it at the expense of 

justice. A drum-head court martial is speedy indeed, 
l~ 

and so obviously speed cannot be an end in itself. 

Such court martials are also relatively cheap and 

efficient, and therfore we cannot lose sight of our 

priorities. 

As a layman, I would hesitate to confront 

the legal profession on the delicate issue of a person 1 s 

right to the protection of his rights from possible 

administrative or judicial tyranny, which is what our 

jury system is all about. But I do feel there is more 

than sufficient legal opinion in support of the case 

for smaller juries and I think it is also heartening that 
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much, if not most, of the drive for change has come 

from within the profession. 
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